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Amplifying your value starts with one tool: your bio. I’ve worked with thousands
of consultants, coaches and freelancers over the years who have seen immediate
results in their client funnels, just from changing how they communicate their
value through their bio. 

You’ll use this bio on your website, if you have one, and on your LinkedIn page. 

You’ll also use these tools as a foundation for how you communicate your value
moving forward in every business or social scenario where someone inevitably
asks, “So, what do you do?”

Think of your bio as your number one sales tool. Because quite frankly, it is. It’s
the first thing people read when they want to know, “What does he/she do?” 

It’s your opportunity to craft your own story, to open doors and to close the deal
before you’ve even started the conversation. 

How you format your bio and the words you choose have everything to do with
how effective it is at opening doors and sourcing big opportunities. 

The following is a guide to help you create a winning bio that extracts your value
story and allows your best features--and more important, the ones that clients
are looking for--to truly shine.  

Let’s get started.

Getting started

Why is this piece so critical?
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What do you do and what can you do for me?
Why should I hire you and not someone else?
Why would I be willing to pay top dollar for your services?

Before embarking on communicating your value, understand that you are
writing about your FUTURE self, not your past self.  

This isn’t necessarily a bio about what you’ve done. It’s a bio about who you are
today and who you will be to the person who hires you.  Your bio will answer
these important client questions:

What do you do and what can you do for me? 
What is your TAGLINE? 
What do you bring to the table? 
What pain point can you solve? 
What makes you different? 
What is your focus?
Why should I pay you for your service or expertise?

There is nothing more important for amplifying your value than the first
sentence of your bio.  If you don’t get the first sentence right, they probably won’t
read any further. 

It’s your hook, and the reader’s first impression. 

The first sentence should answer one of the following questions as succinctly as
possible: 

Writing for the future

The First Sentence
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Incorporate one or more value verbs such as GROW, CREATE, BUILD,
CHANGE, GENERATE, DRIVE, LEAD, DEVELOP, LAUNCH, IMPACT, PRODUCE
or powerful nouns such as EXPERT, STRATEGIST or LEADER.
Avoid cliche words or phrases such as creative problem solver, results-driven,
successful track record, proven ability, accomplished, dynamic, creative,
unique, and strategic thinker. These only water down your value, not enhance
it. Instead, “prove it to me” with results and pedigree.
Avoid esoteric terms like “project flow” or acronyms like VR, AR, AP or VC that
are industry-specific. Use terms and phrases that an 18-year-old would
understand.
Include phrases like “award-winning” (it could have been any award!) or “best-
selling author” (could have been in any category!) to enhance your credibility. 
Focus less on the task at hand (“content development,” for example) and
more on the results a client will receive (“customer engagement and revenue
growth,” for example).  In other words, answer the question “What can you do
for ME?” not just “What can you do?” 
Avoid creating a timeline of what you’ve done in the past, rattling off job after
job. Instead, focus on your skills, results and accomplishments.
Don’t be afraid to be direct and to the point. 

The Upside’s best practices for making that first sentence rock:

Sometimes communicating your value feels like bragging--something
we’ve been taught not to do! But if you aren’t willing to brag about your
value and your accomplishments, you will limit the effectiveness of your bio.
This is not a place to be humble!

Upside Tip
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If you are in an industry where years of experience and pedigree matter to the
end-client, such as coaching, law or C-suite advisory, you will want to highlight
your pedigree and/or establish your years of experience right out of the gate. Use
one of the following five templates as your guide:

1. After earning a degree from __________, Kerrian Fournier spent _____ years
doing ________ for world-class organizations such as ___________ before
launching __________ which works with _______ to do ___________.

After earning degrees from Northwestern and Oxford, Kerrian Fournier spent 25
years on Wall Street working for world-class organizations such as Morgan
Stanley, Merrill Lynch, and Marsh & McLennan before launching Vybrante
Ventures to coach leaders and organizations on how to unlock their highest
level of performance.

2. After spending ____ years in _______ industry doing ________, Kerrian Fournier
launched __________ which does ___________ for ________.

After spending 25 years on Wall Street across trading, risk and compensation,
Kerrian Fournier launched Vybrante Ventures, an executive coaching firm that
unlocks the highest level of performance in individuals, teams and
organizations.

3. After ____________ her own $___M company, Angela Randall launched
__________ which helps ___________ do ________.

After launching, building and exiting her own $20M beauty company, Angela
Randall launched AR Advisory to help emerging businesses achieve fast growth,
the right way.

For Coaches, Lawyers & Advisors
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4. After building a ___-year career in ______ across notable/world-class/Fortune
500 companies/organizations such as ___________, Deborah Munies launched
_________ which does ______ for _______.

After building a 20-year career in communications across notable companies
such as NBC, ABC, Nickelodeon, and Lehman Brothers, Deborah Munies
launched the “Let's Figure It Out" podcast and her executive coaching practice
to help high-achieving working moms move forward professionally and create
balance personally.

5. Deborah Munies is the host/author of the best-selling/award-winning/popular
“_________”  and _________ helping ______ do __________.

Deborah Munies is the host of the popular podcast “Let’s Figure It Out” and
executive coach helping high-achieving working moms move forward
professionally and create balance personally.

For Marketers, Publicists & Content Experts

If your expertise falls under this category, years of experience and education
pedigree matter much less than results. Clients want to know:

What do you do?
Who do you do it for?
What value and results can I expect if I hire you?

Use the following 4 templates as a guideline to help answer those questions and
communicate immediate value. Highlighted in each example, you’ll see the 
value phrases that speak directly to results the client expects to achieve.

1. Jane Smith helps __________ to achieve __________ through ___________.

Jane Smith helps private investment funds attract institutional-style capital
through compelling marketing and fundraising packages. 
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2. Jane Smith does _______ that helps her ________clients achieve________.

Jane Smith transforms dry financial data into compelling capital raising
packages that help her investment fund clients meet and exceed their
fundraising goals.

3. Jane Smith is a _______ who works with _______ to achieve _________.

Jane Smith is a growth strategist for private investment funds looking to meet
and exceed their fundraising goals.

4. Jane Smith is the founder of _______ which helps ________ achieve _________.

Jane Smith is the founder of Alternative Growth Consulting which helps private
investment funds attract institutional-style capital.

Below are more examples:

eCommerce Specialist:
Erin Lopez is an eCommerce strategist who guides online businesses through
the digital sales funnel, uncovers hidden opportunities, and boosts online sales.

Events & Brand Partnerships Consultant:
Melissa Marra is a growth strategist for disruptive media and technology
companies looking to boost engagement and revenue through strategic brand
partnerships.

Content Strategist:
Danielle Yannotta is a growth strategist who drives revenue through digital
content strategies for parent, baby and kid brands.

Publicist:
Andrea Mullan is the founder and CEO of Victory Public Relations, a
communications strategy firm that generates valuable buzz for its beauty,
wellness and physician clients.
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In a young, cut-throat industry like tech, we want to stress “expertise” and
pedigree to the reader in order to stand out from the crowd and claim your high
value. You’ll see below that we’ve highlighted words and phrases that point to
leadership, expertise and pedigree.

Data Science Consultant
Jessica Graves is a leader in data science and fashion, and an expert on
personalization and machine learning strategies for Fortune 500s. 

Product/Market Fit Consultant
With almost 2 decades of experience in human-computer interaction, digital
product development, and design technology, Lindsay Tabas is a leading expert
on product/market fit, helping founders to sell the right product before building
the wrong one.

Virtual Reality Expert
Cortney Harding is a global thought leader, published author, and speaker on
emerging technology and the role of virtual and augmented reality, as well as the
founder & CEO of a transformational VR/AR agency focused on creating
innovative, powerful, and effective experiences for training.

For Tech & Data Experts

For HR, Finance & Ops Experts

In the world of HR, finance and operations, many experts are industry agnostic.
Therefore, focusing on your pedigree and results are more important than
anything else. 

This will help differentiate you as a leader and expert among the crowd. However,
if you are industry specific, you should shout it out in your first sentence. 

Follow these templates as your guide:
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1. Lynze Ballay does __________ resulting in ____________.

Lynze Ballay creates talked-about onboarding programs that result in faster
quota retainment and greater employee productivity and satisfaction. 

2. After a career spanning ________, Wendy Fraulo launched ______ to support
_________to do _________.

After a 15-year career spanning Big 4 accounting and two CFO roles, Wendy
Fraulo launched Abingdon Square Advisors to support executive management
teams to scale operations and provide strategic support through moments of
change. 

3. After earning her degree from _______ and working for world-class
organizations such as _________, Grace Chung launched ____________ to help
_________ achieve ___________.

After earning her degree from Cornell and working for world-class organizations
such as Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, BlackRock and Capital One, Grace
Chung launched Grace HR Consulting to help high-growth companies scale
talent practices to achieve cohesive workplace culture, increased employee
engagement, and improved performance. 

4. Rachele Haber-Thompson is a leader in providing ___________ to____________
looking to achieve ___________.

Rachele Haber-Thompson is a leader in providing financial and strategic
advisory to emerging and high-growth businesses looking to successfully and
efficiently raise outside capital.
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Upside Tip

The second sentence should either QUANTIFY or JUSTIFY the value you’ve
conveyed in the first sentence. 

For example, can you quantify how much growth you’ve provided clients (% or $),
either alone or within a team? Or can you justify your value by listing impressive
clients/businesses you’ve worked with in the past (if you haven’t already in your
first sentence!)? What about awards you’ve won?

The Second Sentence

The phrase “as much as” allows you to throw in your very best statistic, so
don’t be afraid to use it!

Here are some examples:

To date, Jane has helped clients raise more than $2.4 billion in institutional
funding. 

Her luxury background includes design at Oscar de la Renta, data science at
Ralph Lauren, and former Alvanon data consulting clients like Burberry. 

To date, she has overseen the awarding of $11 million to almost 1,000
organizations and over 6,000 individuals. 

Through her 15+ year career, Lindsay has worked with over 100 startups and
investors, as well as teams across Fortune 500 firms.

To date, Danielle has developed and executed over 75 fully integrated marketing
plans for companies ranging from startups to Fortune 500s.
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To date, Erin has evolved over 63 brands’ online marketing plans, increased
online revenue as much as +83% YOY, and improved conversion as much as +7%
YOY.

To date, Micki has created brand partnerships valued at more than $15 million,
increased Facebook traffic by as much as 600%, drove YouTube shares by 10X, 
and developed messaging strategies for a fintech startup that led to $3 million in
new clients in less than 30 days. 

Prior to becoming a Certified Professional Career Coach (CPCC), Beth held senior
marketing and business development roles at Fortune 100 companies including
AT&T, Kraft, Time Warner and JPMorgan Chase.

The Rest of It
By this stage, you’ve already hooked your audience with your first two sentences.
Congrats!

Now is the time to list accolades, MBAs, Ivy-league education, prestigious
companies you’ve worked with and other awards, or even more quantifying
and/or discussing results. 

List any charities or boards you’re involved in, meaningful past speaking
engagements, published articles, as well as any other relevant achievements.
Speak a few languages? Have a “special sauce” that makes you particularly
unique, or a backstory that helped make you successful? Mention that too.

Upside Tip
Stumped? Add short, 1-sentence testimonials! Not enough people do this
but it can be a true game-changer. You can even pull from an existing
recommendation on your LinkedIn page. Just remember to focus in on
results, not just that you were a nice person to work with.
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Here are some examples:

As a speaker, Kadisha has held keynotes and/or moderated conversations at
Google, Chase, A+E Networks, Ladies Get Paid, Future Work Live and higher
education institutions including New York University, Syracuse University, and
Mercy College. Kadisha's happy clients applaud her reliability and efficiency,
saying that she has a "keen ability to lead and execute strategy in a clear and
concise way," adding that her expertise has taken their companies "to the next
level."

Danielle's deep retail marketing background spans product development, brand
strategy, marketing management and digital engagement at companies such as
Babies and Toys”R”Us, Bugaboo, Born Free, and TRU Kids. In addition, Danielle is
an adjunct professor of marketing at Montclair State University and serves as an
advisor to undergraduate students at her alma mater, Marist College. 

Micki has worked across various sectors to breathe new life into startups and
world-class clients such as VaynerMedia, Microsoft, Coca-Cola, General Mills, Nike,
Virgin, New York Red Bulls, L’Oreal, TD Bank and United Nations. She has been
awarded Gold Lions at Cannes International Festival for Creativity, a Silver Racies
for Innovation from National Retail Foundation in Mobile Category, and an
invitation to the UN Global Opportunity Lab (an innovation think tank) that
brings together public and private interests to solve the UN 17 sustainable goals
for development. Micki is also a member of the Columbia Digital Storytelling Lab,
the NationSwell Council Habitas, and has participated in MIT Future of
Entertainment programming. 

Beth is professionally associated with several top business schools, including
Kellogg School of Management (Northwestern); Gabelli School of Business
(Fordham); Ross School of Business (Michigan), Stern School of Business (NYU);
and Columbia Business School (Columbia). She has also done extensive coaching
work for Morrison & Foerster LLP, iRelaunch: The Return-to-Work Experts, and
Ellevate Women’s Network. Beth earned an MBA from the Kellogg School of
Management and a BA, with honors, from the University of Michigan. In addition,
she completed the Copenhagen Business School’s Advanced Program in
International Management while living in Denmark.
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